
The Perfect Place 

This is the perfect place. No predator poses danger this high up into the structure, which gives me the 

relief of knowing that my young will be safe. I can just imagine their soft brown, ruffled feathers and their 

sweet cries. But now that I have found the spot, I have to build a nest that is just as stable and safe as the spot 

itself. I take off into the mountains with a plan in mind, finding the strongest quality and largest quantity of 

twigs and straw. It's sad that the mountains are so dull now, I think as I fly by. I used to love to fly here and 

show my beauty to the world outside of my home. Now the lakes are so filled with trash and have mucky brown 

colored water. I just remember how they used to be a stunning clear blue color, and I would rarely even see the 

smallest piece of trash while soaring above the lakes. I wish that my young could've seen the old lakes, but 

instead they'll grow up with no pride in the water. I wish that there was something I could do about the lakes 

and the country in general. As I glide above the country that I've been chosen to represent, I realize that what 

people do to their Earth is a choice. They can't do anything about the damage they do as a young child, but 

starting at their teenage years, people begin to make choices that not only affect their lives' paths, but also 

change their country for better or worse. No one seems to consider that they do choose whether or not they 

throw their trash into the can or onto the ground. Even if they just missed the can, the trash could still drift down 

to the mountainside or into the oceans, and ruin or even endanger a habitat.  

What is the United States turning into? I have faith I'll find what I need in the forest, but I didn't think 

they would've changed so much along with the lakes. The forests are so empty now. It used to be like a maze 

getting around all of the beautiful trees, but I can easily fly between them now. I know that the loggers have 

been cutting down trees; I can tell by the orange marks on the stumps. I've seen them in the wooded areas 

before. The air isn't as fresh as it used to be, which I know has to do with the lack of trees. Also having to do 

with the amount of trees, I have a much harder time finding all things necessary for my nest. I think of the other 

birds nesting now. I wonder if they will even be able to collect what they need. I'm lucky enough to find what I 

need after hours of searching. Although I'm sure relieved, it's hard for me to be glad, as a part of my heart is 

empty. My home is just not the same anymore; it's not as beautiful or as secure. After all, this is where my 

young will grow up. If only I could as the people to stop. I would ask them to let me keep the perfect place, to 

restore it back to the way it used to be. They use the trees for paper, I know and I'm sure they could use less, or 

even it is over again. The lakes full of trash could be cleaned. People could throw the trash into the can, and if 

they miss, they could pick it up. The simple things are the things that count the most; if everyone made a simple 

change, the damage would be nonexistent. Returning to my nesting spot, I start to arrange my twigs and sticks. 

There is no better spot, and the nest turns out so nice. It's comfy and safe and provides protection from 

predators. The spot truly is perfect and I can count on it taking care of my children. I can rest now as I guard 

over the spot. As I start to fall asleep, I think again of my young. They will love their nest, I think. But, as I 

doze off, I wonder, "Is it really perfect beyond the nest?"  
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